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Cyberbullying detection is a rising research topic due to its paramount impact on social

media users, especially youngsters and adolescents. While there has been an enormous
amount of progress in utilising efficient machine learning and NLP techniques for tackling

this task, recent methods have not fully addressed contextualizing the textual content

to the highest possible extent. The textual content of social media posts and comments
is normally long, noisy and mixed with lots of irrelevant tokens and characters, and

therefore utilizing an attention-based approach that can focus on more relevant parts of

the text can be quite pertinent. Moreover, social media information is normally multi-
modal in nature and may contain various metadata and contextual information that

can contribute to enhancing the Cyberbullying prediction system. In this research, we

propose a novel machine learning method that, (i) fine tunes a variant of BERT, a deep
attention-based language model, which is capable of detecting patterns in long and noisy

bodies of text; (ii) extracts contextual information from multiple sources including meta-

data information, images and even external knowledge sources and uses these features
to complement the learner model; and (iii) efficiently combines textual and contextual

features using boosting and a wide-and-deep architecture. We compare our proposed

method with state-of-the-art methods and highlight how our approach significantly out-
performing the quality of results compared to those methods in most cases.
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1. Introduction

Cyberbullying has been an ongoing and ever growing problem throughout the course of last

few years, therefore automatic detection of it has been an appealing topic for researchers

as well. Cyberbullying or hate speech is the act of posting hateful content on social media

which is found abusive due to its repetitive and, abusive nature [35]. Many research works

have addressed this task, most of which have focused on the textual content only. These

works have utilized Natural Language Processing (NLP) [35, 8] best practices to analyze,

summarize, and detect occurrences of abusive content in social media. Starting from very

primitive approaches (such as Bag of Words [43] analysis or TF-IDF [45] for textual feature

extraction) to smarter methods like character n-gram and token n-gram [19]. These methods

that address only textual features on the surface are shown to yield fairly good results, yet

they have left huge room for improvement.
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Some researches have taken a more complicated approach by looking at higher-level se-

mantic features. There are a number of interesting works that have adopted a more con-

ceptual approach; some works have employed word generalization techniques to tackle the

inherent sparsity of textual bodies via applying clustering methods [42] or word embedding

techniques [29]. Besides, there are other works that have leveraged sentiment analysis [21, 16],

utilized lexical resources, by making use of profane terms list for instance [9, 31, 10], or have

employed linguistic features such as modeling word and sentence relationships [9, 21]. Another

line of work utilized sequence based neural network models [6, 5] like long short-term memory

(LSTM) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for text classification [47] which have ei-

ther trained these learner models from scratch or have fine-tuned existing pre-trained models

using transfer learning. There have even been works that have considered using attention-

based models for the task [40, 1]. [30, 32] have applied BERT on this domain and have

reported promising results. Although they have not included any contextual features beyond

the textual corpus.

While all these methods have been able to improve the accuracy of the Cyberbullying

task to some extent, we believe that they have not fully utilized the insightful information

beyond textual data, what we call context in the scope of this paper. The first category of

context, is internal context which includes any non-textual information that could be extracted

from the dataset itself, e.g., user’s liked posts, followers, or multimedia content linked to the

social media post, e.g., images and videos [20]. User metadata features are leveraged along

with textual features in some research works [2]. Utilizing visual features in images and

videos has also been addressed in some researches and is shown to have yielded impressive

results [25, 44, 26]. Even combining textual and visual features have been carried out in a few

related works and is shown to improve the accuracy of the Cyberbullying task [25, 44, 26, 22].

There is also another insightful aspect of context reflected in the external information sources

such as social media trends and hot news topics which we call external context. Exploiting

the external context has been performed by a limited number of research works, mostly by

building external rule engines and Knowledge Bases (KBs) [16, 4, 19, 3].

In our previous work [34], we have put the first step towards combining textual and

contextual information. Although results were quite promising, the language model was not

capable of handling long text instances, also the combination model was a bit simplistic.

In this paper, we extend our previous work and present an attention-based context-boosted

cyberbullying detection approach to alleviate our previous work’s shortcomings. We believe

that all these researches lack a well defined and efficient approach for feature engineering that

is capable of combining textual and contextual features in order to maximize the utilization

of all the insight dimensions for performing the Cyberbullying detection task in the most

efficient way possible. In this paper, we propose a method that is capable of not only utilizing

a state of the art text classification technique, but also enriches textual features by adding

contextual features including features extracted from images, social network metadata and

even external knowledge bases. The unique contributions of this paper are:

• Proposing an attention-based method for text analysis so that it can maximize context

utilization within the textual corpus of our datasets.

• Engineering contextual features by performing metadata analysis and extracting pat-
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terns structural and behavioral information beyond text.

• Proposing a wide-and-deep architecture that allow combining textual and contextual

information for performing Cyberbullying detection more efficiently.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we discuss the related works in Section 2

and follow that by a formal problem statement section. The proposed methodology and

our experiments are presented in Sections 4 and Section 5 before we conclude the paper in

Section 6.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Conventional Text Analysis Methods

There is a large number of research works around abusive behavior detection which mainly

focus on the text content posted by users (and also text reactions to those posts) and analyze

the text content using NLP methods [27, 11]. A comprehensive survey has covered almost all

aspects of abusive behavior detection in social networks [35]. For more details on text-focused

methods please refer to Section 2.5.

2.2. Multi-modal Approaches

Apart from analyzing the textual content of social media content, researchers have devoted

efforts to take into account complementary and meta-information around the textual body.

Some research has shown attention towards analyzing meta-features that could be extracted

from the social content, such as user connection graphs [23], likes, history of activities, and

more [2]. There are a number of research works that are mainly concentrated on images and

visual features of the social content units. While some have used crowdsourcing techniques

for image labeling [25], some works have taken advantage of image recognition schemes such

as Support-Vector Machines (SVMs) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for classi-

fication and prediction [44, 26, 22].

There are quite a few researches conducted around combining textual, metadata, and

visual information of content units [46]. Some methods have even combined textual, visual,

and audio features of social media content for inappropriate content detection [36]. Some

works have proposed a well defined mathematical foundation for combining features from

different modalities. [13] have proposed a network representation learning approach along

with a feature clustering method. Although quite novel, this method is not intuitive and can

be hard to extend as well.

2.3. Deep Learning and Attention-based Methods

Deep learning models, due to their impressive results among different use cases and domains,

have drawn researchers’ attention and Cyberbbullying has not been an exception.

2.3.1. Conventional and Memory-based Models

[1] have experimented with a few deep architectures for the Cyberbullying detection task.

Not only they have tried more conventional deep architectures like CNNs, but they also have
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performed experiments on memory-based models like LSTM and bidirectional-LSTM. They

have mainly followed a transfer learning approach to fine-tune existing language models for

their specific classification task.

2.3.2. Attention-based Models

Attention-based methods are more modern approaches towards text analysis and natural

language processing. These models employ the attention approach to enhance the ability of

the model to detect longer dependencies in the inherent sequential structure of text [40]. [1]

have experimented with attention-based models for Cyberbullying detection and compared it

to conventional sequence models. [30, 32] have applied BERT, a very modern attention-based

model [15], to the Cyberbullying domain.

2.3.3. Hybrid Architectures

Although deep learning-based methods and especially attention-based methods have shown

very promising results in the context of Cyberbullying detection, but researchers have rarely

combined results of textual deep models with non-textual ones. [22] have combined results of

two deep models trained on text and images for hate speech detection. In our previous work

we have combined hand crafted contextual features extracted from multiple sources, with

a fine-tuned LSTM model to build a multi-modal classifier[34]. This paper is an extension

to that work and aims to employ a BERT language model which is capable of handling

longer text sequences due to its attention-based architecture. There are few works that have

addressed combining textual features of an attention-based method (e.g. BERT) with non-

textual features. [41] have used used novel architectures like Wide and Deep Networks [12]

to combine these features together. This work inspires our proposed architecture which will

be discussed in the following sections.

2.4. Datasets And Data Gathering

There are many different techniques that have been used for preparing datasets that address

the task of Cyberbullying. Cyberbullying and hate speech detection datasets are mostly

focused on text [19, 31], but there are limited number of related works that have included

metadata and multimedia features as well [25, 22]. A very common approach among most

of the research works around Cyberbullying data gathering, is employing crowdsourcing for

labeling instances in the training and test set [25, 19]. In general, the process of gathering

data for the task of Cyberbullying detection and then properly labeling them for experimental

usages is quite cumbersome and requires a lot of effort [17].

2.5. Natural Language-based Techniques for Cyberbullying Detection

Although only focused on textual content, these works, have looked at the problem from

different perspectives and by analyzing a variety of features. In the following, We will briefly

touch on different NLP based techniques used for the Cyberbullying detection task.

Basic Features. Although classic approaches such as Bag of Words analysis [43] or TF-

IDF [45] have been around for quite a long time, they are proven to yield fairly good results,

as just baseline methods. There are also slightly Smarter methods like character n-gram and
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token n-gram [19], which are proven to improve those frequency-based methods.

Generalization Techniques. Moving on from the basic features, there are a number

of interesting works that have utilized word generalization techniques to tackle the inherent

sparsity of textual bodies, these mainly fall into two categories of clustering methods [42] and

word embedding methods [29].

Sentiment Analysis. Negative sentiment and hate speech are proven to be corre-

lated [35]. Researchers that have adopted sentiment analysis, have either performed a multi-

step process to first featurize and then classify textual content [16] or have directly performed

classification based on a “sentiment as a feature” approach [21].

Lexical Resources. Based on many research works, there is a clear association between

a specific list of words and the existence of profane content in textual bodies [35]. This leads

to the idea of exploiting lexical resources for reinforcing Cyberbullying detection. The idea

is using a dictionary of related words [9, 31] which might be adjusted based on different con-

texts [10]. Lexical resources are normally used as complementary methods for other analysis

and detection techniques.

Linguistic Features The idea behind these sets of works is modeling the deeper and

higher-level semantic relationships between words in sentences. This can be achieved by

manually building dependency rule engines [21] or using statistical approaches [9]. There are

also two main categories of works that have either looked at the relationships from a generic

perspective or have employed relationships tailored to the problem.

3. Problem Statement

Given C = {S1, S2, ..., SN} the corpus of social media sessions, each session instance (also

referred to as a post) has an image, a main image description and a number of comments.

The comments for each session instance are denoted as Ci = {C1
i , ..., C

ci
i } where ci is the

number of comments for the ith session instance. Other than the session instance image,

main description and comments, each session has some contextual features as well such as

number of likes, number of shares, owner user, number of follower and followees of the owner.

Moreover, each post and comment have a timestmap. There is a label assigned to each post

in the training set indicating if that session instance is a Cyberbullying case or not, e.g.

L = {L1, ..., LN} where Li = {0, 1}. Eventually the task is to predict the label for the test

set based on all the features that are available in the dataset.

4. Proposed Method

As discussed earlier, our proposed method aims to maximize context utilization by firstly em-

ploying an attention-based language model, and secondly leveraging non-textual information

available from other modalities. We eventually propose a novel architecture for combining

textual and contextual features.

4.1. BERT Attention-based Model

BERT is a modern sequence based deep learning model that has been able to outperform its

predecessors significantly, due to its attention-based nature [15, 40]. As part of our proposed

method, we perform fine-tuning on a BERT-based language model. Leveraging a pre-trained
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language model which has is already trained with many language patterns, will allow us to

better detect complicated instances of Cyberbullying. Besides, BERT is an attention-based

model and will be able to detect patters that occur in a long sequence of text, which is

normally the case in a relatively long thread of text in social media.

4.2. Leveraging context from Non-textual Sources

As discussed earlier in the related works section, one of the major shortcomings of the previous

research around Cyberbullying detection is merely focusing on the textual content. Although

many research works have attempted to maximize context utilization within the textual cor-

pus, they have rarely taken into account invaluable context derived from sources beyond the

textual corpus. We propose the usage of three very important knowledge sources that could

contribute towards further contextualization.

4.2.1. Metadata Features

Firstly we extract features from the metadata that exist around the social content. We

believe that there is a lot of insight that could be attained from the structural and behavioral

information of the users. To be more specific, we extract the following features from the

metadata that we have available:

• Number of followers: The total number of people that have followed the owner of the

post.

• Number of followees: The total number of people that are followed by the owner of the

post.

• Number of likes: The number of posts a user has liked in total.

• Popular categories: Main categories of posts that a user has reacted to. We will extract

three features that are indicative of the three most popular categories for a user. That

is done by first clustering all posts and then labeling them with the cluster label.

• Average reactions: Average number of times a user has reacted to a certain post.

• Average replies: Average number of times a user has replied to a certain user, within a

post thread.

• Frequent mentions: Maximum number of times a user posting or commenting has men-

tioned another certain user. We have calculated the total mentions in the post and

comments as a Cyberbullying case might have existed in the original post or in the

comments posted by other users.

4.2.2. Image Features

There has been very little research dedicated to utilizing the visual features that could po-

tentially be extracted from the image data that is posted along with text in social media. We

propose the usage of visual features extracting labels from the images linked to the posts. We

use the pre-trained ImageNet model [14] which is capable of labeling any given image with

certain confidence levels. We pick the highest confidence labels for each image, based on a

threshold, then build a vocabulary of image-extracted features. Each image then will yield a

Boolean occurrence vector with labels in each element of the vector.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the feature extraction procedure for metadata, image and enrichment fea-

tures.

4.2.3. Enrichment Features

So far in our proposed method, we have discussed exploiting textual, metadata, and visual

data for contextualization. We believe there is still one feature-set that is ignored by most

researchers, while it has a prominent effect in contextualizing the data. We propose the

usage of a knowledge base along with all the previously mentioned features. We use Google’s

standard profanity word list [18] which consists of 451 words marked as profane by Google.

We perform a pre-processing on this list to yield a much smaller list of word groups. We

then perform a simple lookup through our dataset and mark the appearance of those profane

groups in each of the training samples. This eventually yields another Boolean occurrence

vector which we call enrichment features. Figure 1 illustrates the feature extraction procedure.

4.3. Feature Combination Architecture

4.3.1. Wide-and-deep architectures for combining features

As the main feature combination method, we have also proposed a wide-and-deep neural

network architecture for combining textual and contextual features [12]. The advantage of

this approach is the join training capability that it offers which allows training parameters

of both textual and contextual networks at the same time rather than merely combining

their classification results. The wide and deep model consists of two components. The deep

component (dense features), contains textual information attained from the BERT model.

The wide component (sparse features), are the concatenation of contextual features and their
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Fig. 2. The neural network model that builds the context2vec embeddings.

cross-product transformations, where cross-product transformations are calculated as below:

φk(x) = Πd
i=1x

cki
i , cki ∈ {0, 1}

Where φk is the k-th transformation calculated on contextual features. If the i-th feature is

part of the k-th transformation, then cki is 1, otherwise it is 0. Assuming that all the features

are boolean, the result of a transformation is 1 if all the features in it are 1 and 0 otherwise.

As an example, if a transformation is (numberOfLikes > 10∧ numberOfFollowers > 100),

then the value of transformation is true if both those conditions are true.

Since our metadata features are not boolean (rather they are range features), we need to

bucketize them to gain a number of boolean features. For image and enrichment features,

we have boolean vectors that can be used for cross-product transformations. If ncontext =

n(metaBuck) + len(imageV ect) + len(enrichmentV ect) is the total number of contextual

features, we can have (ncontext)! transformations out of which we randomly pick m ∗ ncontext
transformations (m is chosen heuristically). Finally, given that we are using a linear regression

model for the wide component, the joint loss function that is being minimized, will be the

following:

P (Y = 1|xt, xc) = σ(wT
wide[xc, φxc

] + wT
deepxt + b)

Where wT
wide are the weights for the wide component, [xc, φxc ] are the concatenation of the

contextual features and their cross-products, wT
deep are the weights for the deep component

and xt is the textual features vector. σ(.) is the sigmoid function and b is the bias.
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Figure 3 illustrates the our proposed wide-and-deep architecture.

Fig. 3. Wide-and-deep architecture for combining textual and contextual features

4.3.2. Boosting architecture for combining features

The second approach is based upon an ensemble learning model, where we train two indepen-

dent classifiers, then combine their results using a model averaging scheme. In this research we

use a boosting model with soft voting [33] to combine the result of our textul and contextual

classifiers. The following shows the equation for choosing the class label.

si =
∑
j∈C

wi · pij

Where si is the score of label i, C is the set of all the labels, wj is the weight of classifier

j and pij is the probability generated by classifier j for class i. Eventually, si will yield the

best class label i.

Figure 4 illustrates the boosting architecture for combining the two classifiers.

5. Experiments

In this section, we present the result of our experiments and the comparison of our proposed

method implementation with state of the art methods.

5.1. Dataset

In order to run our experiments, we had to find datasets that contain social network posts,

with text, metadata, and images which were labeled and prepared for the Cyberbullying task.

We have chosen two main datasets to experiment with.

5.1.1. Instagram Dataset

The Instagram dataset [24], contains 2188 posts from Instagram along with images and com-

ments, with metadata information including likes and friendship graph. The dataset contains

two labels, Cyberbullying and Cyber-aggression which within the scope of this paper, we
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Fig. 4. Boosting architecture for combining textual and contextual features

focused on Cyberbullying only. Of all the samples in the dataset, 1540 were labeled as nega-

tive, and 678 were positive meaning that Cyberbullying case has been detected in them. The

images were already tagged with labels extracted from a pre-trained ImageNet model. The

textual content in the dataset also includes mentions and hashtags which we used to build

the metadata features as explained earlier.

5.1.2. Twitter Dataset

The second dataset used for our experiments is a set of 7321 Tweets from Twitter, curated,

and labeled for the cyberbullying detection task [37]. The dataset only contains the Tweet ID,

along with a few labels. Using the Twitter API [39] we downloaded Tweet texts, comments,

friendship graphs, likes, and re-Tweets. The Tweet text and its comments also included

hashtags and mentions that we extracted as part of our pre-processing and used them for

building metadata features. We realized that the mentions on this dataset were very sparse

and decided not to include them in our metadata features for this dataset.

5.2. Implementation Setup

As mentioned earlier, we have used a pre-trained BERT language model as our attention-

based text classifier model. We used Tensorflowafor transfer learning of the BERT model and

also combining the two models using thew wide-and-deep model.

5.2.1. Training the Textual Classifier

We used base version of ALBERT [28], a faster and more memory efficient implementation of

BERT, as the pre-trained language model. The pre-processing step is also carried out using a

Tensorflow layer. We set the vocabulary size to 1024 (tokenization, lemmatization, removing

ahttps://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/zQc3Ck815RCWjGKVTQjWvq?domain=tensorflow.org
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stop words and special characters is done as part of preprocessing). After preprocessing,

an encoder and dropout layer are added. Finally, a dense layer is added for performing

classification.

5.2.2. Training the Contextual Classifier

As mentioned before, we have prepared three sets of features as our contextual features. We

created 10 metadata features, 20 image features, and 20 enrichment features which in total

make up a vector of size 50. We set m=100 and randomly generate 5000 transformations (100

times the number of features) and generate cross-product features. We concatenate original

and cross product features and run them through a dense neural network with one hidden

layer. The resultant classifier was not as powerful as the BERT classifier but could reach the

accuracy of roughly 0.65 which was not competitive as an independent classifier, rather it was

used in our boosting set up along with the BERT model. Moreover, we used these contextual

features in the joint-train setting of the wide-and-deep classifier.

5.2.3. Combining Textual and Contextual Models

Firstly, we combine our two classifiers first using a wide-and-deep combination model. We

perform fine tuning of the ALBERT model in the first stage, then will joint-train both textual

and contextual models using a wide-and-deep model. The joint-training, trains the wide

regression model parameters along with the deep parameters of ALBERT. Secondly, our

boosting combination technique combines the result of two independent classifiers using a

weighted voting scheme. We chose 0.6 as the textual classifier weight and 0.4 as the contextual

classifier weight as our textual classifier was demonstrating better results independently. We

used the probability results of the last layer of both classifiers without thresholding to be able

to perform soft voting.

5.3. Results

We have compared our two proposed models with four baseline methods. The first two models

both use a conventional Neural Network (NN) architecture as the learner model and the num-

ber of hidden layers and the number of nodes in each layer is optimized using hyperparameter

tuning. The difference between the two models is in the features they use, where the first one

uses TF-IDF features and the second uses Word2vec features. We have performed tokeniza-

tion, lemmatization, stop-word, and punctuation mark removal during the pre-processing of

these two models. Th third model is the contextualized LSTM methods that we proposed

in our previous work[34]. The fourth model is the text-only ALBERT network undergone

the first stage of training. It obviously only focuses on textual features and does take into

account any contextual features. The last two models are the proposed models that combine

textual and contextual features. We have calculated accuracy, precision, recall, and f-score

for the five models that we have compared. Table 1 shows the result of those metrics for the

Instagram dataset and Table 2 summarizes the results for the Twitter dataset.

It is clearly observable that both LSTM and BERT based models are significantly out-

performing baseline methods on almost all the metrics. This is an expected behaviour as

the memory-based capabilities in both models help in detecting patterns in long and noisy
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Table 1. Instagram: Result of experiments on Instagram Dataset, comparisons of base NN model,

ALBERT only model, and the proposed contextualized ALBERT model.

Method Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
NN with TF-IDF features 0.77 0.79 0.75 0.76

NN with Word2Vec features 0.78 0.79 0.76 0.77
LSTM + context2vec features (NN) 0.86 0.87 0.83 0.85

ALBERT (text only) 0.86 0.86 0.84 0.85
ALBERT + context2vec features (Boosting combiner) 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.84

ALBERT + context2vec features (Wide-and-deep combiner) 0.86 0.88 0.85 0.87

Table 2. Twitter: Result of experiments on Twitter Dataset, comparisons of base NN model,

ALBERT only model, and the proposed contextualized ALBERT model.

Method Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
NN with TF-IDF features 0.77 0.79 0.75 0.76

NN with Word2Vec features 0.78 0.79 0.76 0.77
LSTM + context2vec features (NN) 0.85 0.87 0.83 0.85

ALBERT (text only) 0.85 0.86 0.84 0.85
ALBERT + context2vec features (Boosting combiner) 0.85 0.84 0.85 0.84

ALBERT + context2vec features (Wide-and-deep combiner) 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.85

sequences. The ALBERT model also beats the LSTM model in majority of metrics for both

datasets. This reinforces the hypothesis around an attention-based model being able to focus

on parts of the textual corpus that are more relevant to the classification task. The precision

of the ALBERT model though, has not been able to match the contextualized LSTM model

which explains how much contextual features have been able to contribute to enhancing a

weaker text-only classifier. Once contextual features are added to the ALBERT model, the

classifier surpasses the LSTM model especially for the Instagram dataset. The wide-and-

deep combiner has clearly contributed to boosting the text-only ALBERT model, while the

boosting combiner has mostly performed equally and even worse in some cases.

ALBERT (text only) model has not been able to perform as well on the Twitter dataset

as the textual content of the posts in it are shorter than the Instagram dataset in average,

therefore ALBERT which mainly specializes in detecting context in long sequences, has not

been able to perform that well given that limited training data has been available. Contex-

tualization with the boosting combiner has been able to improve the recall but it has had

negative impact on the precision and the f-score has remained the same. The Wide-and-deep

combiner, on the other hand has been able to slightly improve the recall without affecting the

precision and the f-score. This can be explained by not having strong contextual features in

the Twitter dataset, so the overall accuracy (demonstrated in f-score) is not improved much

while the wide-and deep architecture has been able to prevent the model degradation on pre-

cision as well. Figure 5 depicts the comparison of the above-mentioned metrics for baseline

methods versus our proposed methods.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Cyberbullying and its immense impact on social network users especially youngsters, is rapidly

growing, therefore detection of Cyberbullying using modern NLP methods and machine learn-

ing has become a popular topic among researches. In this paper, we highlighted the impor-

tance of Cyberbullying, and did a literature review of how start of the art researches have
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Accuracy and F-score comparison for different methods (a) Instagram dataset (b) Twitter

dataset.

addressed this problem from different perspectives. Social network data is multimodal, noisy

and complex in its nature. We hypothesized that most recent research works around Cyber-

bullying detection lacks a model that is capable of utilizing context within the textual corpus

of the social media as well as the contextual information around it including social network

metadata, images, etc. We presented a novel Cyberbbullying detection architecture that can

model the social media data in an efficient way by factoring in, all the different aspects of the

social media data. Our proposed method, employs an attention-based deep learning model

which is able to detect patters in social media textual posts and comments even if the textual

bodies are long, noisy and irrelevant in most parts. Moreover, we have proposed extracting

contextual features from other modalities of the social media data including the social network

graph, images and even external knowledge sources. We have eventually proposed methods

for combining these multimodal features using modern machine learning architectures.

Our experimental results prove the effectiveness of our proposed method in comparison

with baseline and state of the art methods. This reinforces this idea that enriching text by

adding contextual information to it, can help in improving the accuracy of Cyberbullying

detection task and any classification use case in general within the social media domain. As

our future research plans we recommend focusing more on visual features by extracting more

meaningful features from images or videos that are posted along with the textual data in

social media posts. We plan to leverage storytelling approaches [38, 7] to facilitate interacting

with visual features. Further to that, a deep learning model can be trained on the visual

modalities rather than merely extracting labels from them, subsequently feeding them to the

contextual feature set. The visual features can be combined with the textual and metadata

features and the combination of all these latent variables can lead to building a more efficient

Cyberbullying detection model.
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